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Presented by Dr. Todd Estroff 
to honor Martin Gardner at G4G8 
OCTAHEDRAL DICE 
By Todd Estroff and Jeremiah Farrell 
"· All five Platonic solids have been used as random numbei· generators in games involving 
chance with the cube being the most popular. Martin Gardner, in his article on dice (MG 
1977) remarks: "Why cubical? ... It is the easiest to make, its six sides accommodate a 
set of numbers neither too large nor too small, and it rolls easily enough but not too easily." 
Gardner adds that the octahedron has been the next most popular as a randomizer. We 
offer here several problems and games using octahedral dice. The first two are 
extensions from Gardner's article. All answers will be given later. 
(1) How can two octahedrons be labeled, each side bearing a number 1 through 8 or left 
blank, to make a pair of dice that will throw with equal probability each sum from 1 
tlu·ough 16? 
The next several problems make use of sets of standard octahedral dice, where each die 
has the numbers 1-8, 2-7, 3-6 and 4-5 on opposite faces. Problem (2) is straightforward. 
(2) A magician turns his back and asks someone to roll three dice and add the top faces. 
The spectator then picks up one die and adds its bottom to that total. The same die is 
rolled again and its top number is added to the previous total. The magician turns and is 
able to state the final total. How does he do it? Gardner adapted this from a trick given 
by Claude Gaspar Bachet in 1612. 
The next two problems are variations of Jolm Scarne games (JS 1962). We ask the reader 
to compute the player's wi1ming probabilities in each. 
(3) Under and Over 9. Two octahedral dice are used along with the layout 
UNDER9 9 OVER9 
2345678 10 II 12 l3 14 15 16 
EVEN MONEY 7FOR1 EVEN MONEY 
The player bets on one of the tlu-ee spaces and tlu-ows the dice. A bet on a sum under 9 (or 
over 9) pays even money. A bet on 9 returns 7 dollars to the player if hit for a one dollar bet. 
( 4) Octahedral Craps. Two dice are rolled and we suppose the player bets one dollar. If 
highs of 15 or 16 or lows of 2 or 3 are rolled the player loses his dollar to the house. If a 
sum of 9 is rolled the player wins a dollar from the house. ff any other number sum is 
rolled that becomes the player's point and he continues to roll until he hits his point and 
wins a dollar or hits a 9 and loses a dollar. 
ANSWERS 
(1) There are 64 ways the two dice can foll and sums of l through 16 are to be equally 
probable. Therefore each sum must be made in four ways. To s'core 1 we must then have 
four blanks on one die and one l on the other. Similarly, to score 16 in four ways 
requires four 8s on one die and one 8 on the other. Thus we would need one standard die 
and one with four blanks and four 8s. The reader may check that this combination gives 
the required probabilities for all sums. 
(2) The magician need only add 9 to the s1m1 of the faces showing on the three dice to 
obtain the total. 
(3) The game may seem to be fair but the scam is in the phrase "7 for l ". The sum 9 
occurs 1/8 of the time so the correct odds are 7 to 1 for a fair payout. The operator 
returns the player's dollar plus 6 more to hand out 7 for 1. This is a loss of 12.5% to the 
player. The 12.5% loss applies to the even money bets as well. 
(4) We compute the player's loss to be about 13% here. A typical completion for a point 
of 5, say, is as follows. A 5 is rolled with probability 4/64. The play ends when either a 
5 or 9 is rolled, that is, on any of the twelve equally likely four 5s or eight 9s. The 
probability of losing on this point is then (4/64)(8/12). Doing this for all the possibilities 
results in a probability of0.5652 of losing or an expectation of-0.1304. 
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